New-Build Electronic Power Steering Rack
ELIMINATES PROGRAMMING AND AVAILABILITY ISSUES

Tired of wasting time finding remanufactured EPS racks, or getting them programmed by the OEM? This new-build, Dorman-developed replacement is now the ideal solution for this repair on select Ford F-150 trucks.

- New Construction - These 100% new modules are manufactured with state-of-the-art components
- Easy installation - these units are plug and play, automatically calibrating when you turn the vehicle on
- Matching appearance - both units look identical to the original equipment, and 599-217 includes an extra set of knobs so the vehicle owner can choose version preference

601-900
Ford F-150 2014-2011 (without load leveling suspension)

New-Build Climate Control Modules
RELIABLE QUALITY AND AVAILABILITY

- New Construction - These 100% new modules are manufactured with state-of-the-art components
- Easy installation - these units are plug and play, automatically calibrating when you turn the vehicle on
- Matching appearance - both units look identical to the original equipment, and 599-217 includes an extra set of knobs so the vehicle owner can choose version preference

599-220
Remanufactured version: 599-030

599-217
Consolidates 599-127 and 599-191
Select Chevrolet & GMC work vans and medium duty trucks, 2020-96

All products available starting August 2020.
Get more details at dormanproducts.com
**Transfer Case Cam Gear**

**PROBLEM:** When the transfer case cam gear fails on certain BMWs, the only original equipment fix is to replace the whole transfer case.

**FIX:** This replacement gear and needle bearing helps installers cut costs by replacing only the failed gear, not the whole case.

**MONEY-SAVING SOLUTION**

600-950
BMW 2013-06

---

**Battery Terminal Bolt And Wedge Kit**

**PROBLEM:** If you lose or damage the original-style adjustable battery terminal hardware on certain vehicles, you might have to buy a whole new cable.

**FIX:** This Dorman OE FIX cable terminal adjuster kit matches the specialized original hardware to complete the repair.

**MONEY-SAVING SOLUTION**

926-875

---

**Front Fuel Tank Crossmember**

**PROBLEM:** When a fuel tank crossmember rusts apart, the OEM has no good solution.

**FIX:** This Dorman OE FIX crossmember bolts into place to repair only the affected part and features a corrosion-resistant finish.

**TIME AND MONEY SAVER**

926-987

---

**Glove Box Latch**

**AFTERMARKET EXCLUSIVE**

74321
Toyota Sienna 2010-04

---

**Front Door Molding**

**AFTERMARKET EXCLUSIVE**

926-241
2018-15 GM SUV - Suburban, Tahoe, Yukon, Escalade

---

**Turbocharger Intercooler Pipe**

**IMPROVED DESIGN**

**PROBLEM:** The original equipment turbocharger intercooler pipe on select Ford Super Duty trucks is made of plastic that cracks or melts.

**FIX:** This Dorman OE FIX has coated stainless steel parts instead of plastic.

667-300
Ford F-250/350/450 Super Duty 2016-11

---

**Engine Heater Hose Assembly**

**IMPROVED DESIGN**

**PROBLEM:** When the transfer case cam gear fails on certain BMWs, the only original equipment fix is to replace the whole transfer case.

**FIX:** This replacement gear and needle bearing helps installers cut costs by replacing only the failed gear, not the whole case.

**AFTERMARKET EXCLUSIVE**

926-333
Select Dodge Ram and Dakota trucks 2010-01

---

**Air Inlet Intake Duct**

**AFTERMARKET EXCLUSIVE**

259-202
Dodge Durango 2019-11, Jeep Grand Cherokee 2019-11

---

**Ceramic Sockets**

**HIGH HEAT RESISTANCE**

90800
H1 and H3

---

**Engine Oil Cooler**

**AFTERMARKET EXCLUSIVE**

918-489
Ford Escape 2019-17, Ford Fusion 2019-14

---

All products available starting August 2020.
Get more details at dormanproducts.com